We examine similarities and differences between topological flat bands with Chern numbers C > 1 and conventional quantum Hall multi-layers. By constructing generalized Hofstadter models that possess "color-entangled" flat bands, we provide an intuitive understanding of certain puzzling properties of C > 1 flat bands, which can effectively be mapped either to a single-layer or to a multi-layer model depending on the lattice configuration. We identify interacting systems in which the ground state degeneracy depends on whether the system consists of an even or odd number of unit cells along one particular direction, and discuss the relation between these observations and the previously proposed "topological nematic states." Our study also provides a systematic way of stabilizing various fractional topological states in C > 1 flat bands.
Introduction -The topological origin of the integer quantum Hall (IQH) effect [1] was clarified by Thouless et. al. [2] , who showed that the Hall conductance is proportional to the Chern number C defined as the integral of Berry curvature over the Brillouin zone (BZ) [3] . Subsequently, Haldane constructed a two-band honeycomb lattice model in which bands with C = ±1 are realized in zero net magnetic field [4] ; such systems are now termed "Chern insulators." Recently, intense effort has been devoted to the study of Chern insulators with topological flat bands [5] [6] [7] and the fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states supported by them [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . It has been demonstrated that the flat bands with C = 1 are adiabatically connected to the lowest Landau level, as also are the FQH states in these bands [22] [23] [24] , which provides a simple way to understand various fractional topological states in such systems.
One difference between topological flat bands and Landau levels is that flat bands can have arbitrary Chern numbers [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , in contrast to Landau levels which have C = 1 each. It is natural to ask what are the similarities and differences between FQH states in C > 1 flat bands and conventional Landau levels. Using the "colorentangled Bloch basis" [32] for multi-component Landau levels (where color labels the components), the incompressible ground states at filling factor ν = 1/(C + 1) [ν = 1/(2C + 1)] for bosons (fermions) in a C > 1 flat band can be interpreted as color-dependent flux inserted Halperin states [33] in some cases, but the nature of other states remains unclear. It has been argued in Ref. [34] that some bilayer FQH states realized in C = 2 systems have special properties: they are anisotropic; the ground state degeneracy (GSD) depends on whether the system contains an even or an odd number of unit cells along one particular direction; and lattice dislocations have projective non-Abelian braid statistics [35] . In this Letter, we provide a simple physical picture to understand these puzzling properties of C > 1 flat bands. In particular, we show that depending on the system size, a C > 1 flat band can be mapped to a single-layer or a multi-layer quantum Hall system. This naturally explains the dependence of the GSD on the parity of the number of unit cells along one direction. We confirm this understanding by explicit numerical calculations.
Color-Entangled Hofstadter Models -We construct flat bands with arbitrary Chern numbers by generalizing the Hofstadter model [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] following the generic scheme of Ref. [29] . One important advantage of our model is that the Berry curvature of the lowest band can be made uniform over the entire BZ. This is important because, as shown in Ref. [22] , a nonuniformity in the Berry curvature usually tends to weaken or even destroy incompressible states. For the Hofstadter model defined on a square lattice, each magnetic unit cell contains n φ sites when the flux per plaquette is 2π/n φ with n φ being an integer. The momentum space Hamiltonian is
and the subscript of a † marks different sites within a magnetic unit cell. H(k) is a n φ ×n φ matrix whose non-zero matrix elements are H mm (k) = 2 cos(k y + 2mπ/n φ ) and H mn (k) = H * nm (k) = exp(ik x /n φ ) for n = (m + 1) mod n φ . The n φ → ∞ limit recovers the continuous limit in which Landau levels arise.
We next stack two identical Hofstadter lattices together. In Fig. 1 (a) , the same orbitals in different layers are aligned together, which results in a Hofstadter bilayer that is essentially the same as a bilayer quantum Hall system. In Fig. 1 (b) , the m-th orbital in one layer is aligned with the (m + n φ /2)-th orbital in the other layer. As pointed out in Ref. [29] , this stacking pattern reduces the size of the magnetic unit cell by half. Instead of having two degenerate C = 1 lowest bands, the model shown in Fig 1 (b) possess a single lowest band with C = 2. We emphasize that these two systems are equivalent insofar as the behavior of the bulk is concerned, since they correspond to two different gauge choices. However, as shown below, they can behave differently when periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are imposed. This difference has a direct impact on the topology and symmetry of the system, which is a key to understanding the physics of C > 1 bands.
In general, we can construct a band with an arbitrary Chern number C by stacking C layers of Hofstadter lattices and aligning the orbitals labeled by m, m + n φ /C, · · · , and m + (C − 1)n φ /C in different layers (where m ∈ [0, 1, · · · , n φ /C − 1]). The momentum space Hamiltonian is very similar to the single layer Hofstadter model discussed above, except that the off-diagonal term H mn (k) is replaced by exp(ik x C/n φ ). In Appendix A, we show the similarity between these models and the color-entangled Bloch basis [32] . This suggests that our models, as well as those constructed in Ref. [29] , can be referred to as "color-entangled" topological flat band models.
Boundary Conditions, Topology and Symmetry -We use the example shown Fig. 1 to explain the difference between the simple bilayer model and the color-entangled one. We impose PBCs and denote the number of magnetic unit cells along the x and y directions as N x and N y , respectively. The C = 2 model has two fundamentally distinct topologies determined by the parity of layers each having C = 1. The underlying reason for the parity dependence is that the hopping from one magnetic unit cell to the next also alters the color index. To study interacting many particle states, we need to understand the behavior of 2-body interaction terms when the system is unfolded. The six terms shown in Fig. 2 (c) provide such information. For both even and odd N x , (1) is still an onsite term and both (3) and (6) turn out to be intra-layer nearest neighbor (NN) terms. If N x is even, (2), (4) and (5) become, respectively, an inter-layer onsite term, an inter-layer NN term, and an inter-layer NN term. On the other hand, when N x is odd, (2) , (4) and (5) all result in interactions, in the single unfolded layer, that extend over a range comparable to the system size. In Appendix B, we discuss the nature of the gapped ground states observed in previous works [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] in light of these observations.
The fact that the unfolding of the model depends only on the parity of N x but not of N y signifies a reduction of rotational symmetry. To gain insight into this issue, we note that the simple Hofstadter model on a square lattice has four-fold rotational symmetry C 4 (up to gauge transformations) even though the magnetic unit cell usually has only two-fold rotational symmetry C 2 . This conclusion is valid when the system contains an integral number of magnetic unit cells, which is automatically satisfied for a Hofstadter mutli-layer with PBCs. In contrast, since the unit cell of the color-entangled C = 2 Hofstadter model is half as large as the original magnetic unit cell, the C 4 symmetry of the parent Hofstadter model is inherited only when N x is even, but is reduced to C 2 symmetry when N x is odd.
Since the system can have two distinct structures depending on the parity of N x , one may expect that the GSD of some fractional topological states would also depend on N x . These states can thus be considered a realization of the "topological nematic states" proposed in Ref. [34] . However, it should be emphasized that in our systems the C 4 symmetry is not broken spontaneously, as in previously studied nematic states [41, 42] , but results from the model Hamiltonian itself through boundary conditions. For bosons, we seek realization of the C-layer wave function
with p = 1 or 2, where z = x + iy is the complex coordinate and its superscript indicates the layer it describes, 
In conventional quantum Hall multi-layers, these states can be realized when intra-layer interaction is stronger than inter-layer interaction, which motivates our Hamiltonians given below. One expects the following GSD of the bosonic states: when N x is not a multiple of C, a single-layer p/(p + 1) state is realized and it has GSD p + 1; if the system is mapped to C layers, we have C decoupled p/(p + 1) state which gives GSD (p + 1) C . The fermionic case is more complicated, but it has been shown in Ref. [34] that the GSD of the Halperin 331 state in a C = 2 band is 8 when N x is even and 4 if N x is odd.
Exact Diagonalization -The consequence of lattice topology can be seen explicitly in exact diagonalization. We denote the number of particles by N , and the total number of plaquettes (to be distinguished with the numbers of unit cells) in the x and y directions by L x and L y . For simplicity, we choose the magnetic unit cell such that it contains only one plaquette in the y direction, so L y is always equal to N y . For bosons, we consider onsite interactions H B = i στ U στ : n i (σ)n i (τ ) :, where : · · · : denotes normal ordering and n i (σ) is the number operator for particle of color σ on site i. Here we choose U σσ = 1 and U στ = 0.03 for σ =τ [48] . For fermions, we consider intra-color NN and inter-color onsite interactions through the Hamiltonian:
, where ij denotes nearest neighbors with U σ = 1 and V στ = 0.5. The many-body Hamiltonian is projected into the partially occupied lowest band [10] , which is analogous to the lowest Landau level projection commonly used in theoretical studies of FQH states. Because of the translational symmetry, the many-body eigenstates can be labeled by total momenta K x and K y along the x and y directions. The number of plaquettes in the x direction for given N x and N y values is chosen to ensure that this system is close to isotropic (i.e. has aspect ratio close to 1). As the size of the unit cell increases, the wave function of a particle spreads over a larger area and the interaction between two particles becomes weaker. To compare systems with different n φ , we normalize the energy scale using the total energy of two particles in a system with N x = 1 and N y = 1 (N x = 1 and N y = 2) for bosons (fermions). A more detailed analysis of the energy scale may be performed using the pseudopotential formalism [49, 50] , but that will not be necessary for our purposes.
Numerical Results -The state represented by Eq. (1) is realized in C = 2 and 3 topological flat bands at filling factor ν = p/(p + 1). [The filling factor for lattice models is defined as ν = N/(N x N y ), to be contrasted with the conventional multi-layer systems where it is defined as the ratio of the total number of particles and the number of orbitals in a single layer.] Energy spectra of bosons on the C = 2 and C = 3 models are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. For C = 2, the GSD at 1/2 is 2 if N x is odd and 2 2 = 4 if N x is even; the GSD at 2/3 is 3 if N x is odd and 3 2 = 9 if N x is even. For C = 3, the GSD at 1/2 is 2 3 = 8 if N x is a multiple of 3 and 2 otherwise; the GSD at 2/3 is 3 3 = 27 if N x is a multiple of 3 and 3 otherwise. These results clearly support our analysis above in terms of mapping into a single-or multi-layer system. We have further confirmed that, when the C = 2 and 3 models are mapped to a single layer, their energy spectra and particle entangle- ment spectra [10] match those of the C = 1 model. The gaps of these bosonic states survive when some inter-color onsite interaction is turned on, although a precise determination of the phase boundary is obscured by finite-size scaling. Quantum phase transitions are expected when the inter-color interaction strength becomes comparable to the intra-color one.
In Appendix C, we study the non-trivial dependence on system size of the GSD of the Moore-Read Pfaffian state [54] , which can be realized using 3-body interactions [12, 13] . When a C > 1 Hofstadter model is mapped to a single layer, the state we obtain using 3-body interactions is equivalent to the Pfaffian state in a C = 1 band. However, when N x is multiple of C, the GSD increases because the system contains C decoupled layers each realizing the Pfaffian state. As explained in Appendix D, these considerations help us to understand the previously known color-entangled Chern insulator models [29] .
The Halperin 331 state corresponds to filling factor 1/4 in a C = 2 system. We present in Fig. 5 energy spectra of fermions on the C = 2 model at 1/4. The GSD is 4 for N x = 1 and 8 for N x = 2, which is consistent with the expectation for the 331 state. If N x is further increased, however, the gap in the energy spectrum becomes less clear and we cannot identify 8 quasi-degenerate ground states when N = 8, N x = 4, N y = 8, and L x = 16. This is due to the fact that, when the model is mapped to a bilayer system for even N x , the intra-color NN terms across boundaries between unit cells turn into inter-layer NN terms, which would weaken or destroy the 331 state. One can choose less natural Hamiltonians that contain no inter-layer NN terms after mapping into a bilayer system to produce 331 state with a clear gap [53] .
We finally note that the simple Hofstadter model has recently been realized for 87 Rb [43, 44] . It is possible that a practical method to realize the color-entangled Hofstadter models with C > 1 can be designed along the same line. The tunability of interaction in ultracold atomic systems [51, 52] is likely to prove essential for stabilizing the various states discussed above.
In conclusion, we have constructed color-entangled Hofstadter models with arbitrary Chern numbers, which clarify many aspects of topological flat bands with C > 1 in a physically intuitive manner. We have also demonstrated the existence of exotic fractional topological phases in such systems by extensive exact diagonalization studies. The color-entangled Bloch basis was introduced in Ref. [32] for a C-component Landau level to understand lattice models with Chern number C. We now demonstrate that this basis is closely related to the Hofstadter models considered in the main text. The moment space single-particle Hamiltonian of the four band C = 2 model shown in Fig. 1 is 
where
. It can be rewritten as 
. On the right hand side of Eq. S2, the first two terms describe hopping in the y direction, where the second component always has an additional π phase relative to the first; the third term originates from hopping in the x direction within a unit cell; the fourth term comes from hopping in the x direction across a boundary separating adjacent unit cells. The color index is flipped when the particle hops across the boundary, as the hopping matrix connecting Ψ † 13 and Ψ 02 is off-diagonal. This analysis reproduces the color-entangled boundary conditions generated by the P and Q operators used in Ref. [32] . For certain color-independent Hamiltonians and the C-color Bloch basis, zero energy ground state occur at filling factor ν = 1/(C + 1) [ν = 1/(C + 1)] for bosons (fermions) [32] . These states correspond to color-dependent flux inserted version of the Halperin states [32, 33] when N x is a multiple of C (i.e. in the cases where the Bloch basis can be mapped to a multi-layer system). We have confirmed that these FQH states also appear in our color-entangled Hofstadter models with Chern number C by using the Hamiltonian
for bosons and the Hamiltonian
for fermions. The energy spectra as well as particle entanglement spectra match the results obtained using color-entangled Bloch basis. Based on our analysis in the main text and the previous section, the C-color Hofstadter model or Bloch basis can be mapped to a single layer if N x is not a multiple of C, but the nature of the gapped states here is unclear. As shown in Fig. 2 , some local interaction terms in Eq. (S3) and Eq. (S4) induce special long-range correlations when the system is unfolded to a single layer, but their exact forms in the continnum are not known without analytical calculations. To test this interpretation more explicitly, we have tested many different Hamiltonians for particles in a one-component Landau level on torus and found that some choices of system-dependent unnatural long-range interactions (in addition to short-range ones) indeed produce gapped ground states at filling factor 1/3 (1/5) for bosons (fermions).
Appendix C. Bosonic Non-Abelian States
In this subsection we study FQH state at ν = 1 that can appear for model 3-body interaction and support excitations with non-Abelian braid statistics. We consider a 3-body onsite interaction given by H 3 B = i στ ρ U στ ρ : n i (σ)n i (τ )n i (ρ) :, and choose U στ ρ to be 1 if σ = τ = ρ and 0 otherwise. The many body eigenstates can still be labeled by their total momenta K x and K y along the x and y directions. The energy spectra of bosons on the C = 2 and 3 Hofstadter models are shown in Fig. S1 . As for the energy spectra of 2-body interaction studied in the main text, we normalize the energy scale using the total energy of three particles in a system with N x = 1 and N y = 1. (Due to the small- ness of the eigenvalues, we scale them by a factor of 10 in Fig. S1 .) The GSD in both Fig. S1 (a) and (c) are seen to be 3; this is consistent with the GSD of bosonic Pfaffian state in a C = 1 system, as expected from the mapping into a single layer. For Figs. S1 (b) and (d), the GSD is 3 C indicating that the system consists of C decoupled Pfaffian states. 
